
 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

SUNPAN Furnishes ET Canada's Interview Suite for the Toronto 
International Film Festival 

 
Located at the luxurious, five-star Shangri-La Toronto hotel, the suite is styled with SUNPAN’s swanky 

and sustainable outdoor products. 
 
 

 
The ET Canada outdoor set where celebrities will be interviewed for the Toronto International Film Festival. 

 
 
Toronto, Canada, [September 8, 2022] – SUNPAN is pleased to once again collaborate with ET 
Canada to furnish the entertainment program!s official interview suite, ET Canada x TikTok 
Festival Central at the Shangri-La Toronto, as part of the 2022 Toronto International Film 
Festival (TIFF).  
  
"It is an honour to have our company be chosen as the exclusive furniture provider to one of 
Canada!s most famous entertainment programs,” said Sundeep Bagga, President and CEO of 
SUNPAN. "This partnership marks our fifth consecutive year working with ET Canada, and we are 
proud to have the opportunity to showcase our beautiful furnishings to millions of Canadian and 
international viewers during this event.”  
  
This year, the globally-acclaimed film festival will commence on September 8, 2022, attracting 
film personalities from around the world.   
  
ET Canada!s celebrity interview suite will be located on the outdoor patio of the luxurious, five-
star Shangri-La Toronto hotel. Film stars will be seated on SUNPAN!s stylish furniture during their 
interview segments with the award-winning entertainment news program.  
  
 



 

 

 
 
The set includes curated pieces from the #Outdoor by SUNPAN$!collection, a line of furnishings 
designed for indoor and outdoor settings made with innovative and sustainable elements.   
 
The furniture pieces used in this year!s set include SUNPAN!s Caligari armchairs, Aries side table, 
and Capsule bench. 
  
“We are thrilled to be partnering with SUNPAN again after five amazing years working together,” 
stated ET Canada Executive Producer John Kampilis. “SUNPAN’s brand new line of sustainable 
outdoor furniture provides the perfect backdrop for our TIFF interview suite, and we look 
forward to welcoming celebrities and filmmakers to the space over the next ten days.” 
 
ET Canada airs weeknights at 7:30 p.m. ET/ 7 p.m. PT on Global. For up-to-the-moment 
entertainment news, celebrity interviews and more, visit etcanada.com, and stream ET Canada 
live and on demand with STACKTV and the Global TV App. 
 
 
ABOUT SUNPAN:   
  
SUNPAN is a global furniture company specializing in transitional and contemporary furnishings. 
We are committed to understanding fashion and design in order to offer a diverse selection of 
high-end looks at affordable prices. Our products are thoughtfully designed and crafted with 
renowned international designers to create modern and transitional styles for interior and 
exterior spaces. As a rapidly growing company that deeply values its employees, SUNPAN has 
been formally recognized by Great Place To Work® Canada. For more information, please visit 
www.sunpan.com.  
   
ABOUT ET Canada:   
  
Entertainment Tonight Canada is a Canadian Screen Award-winning, nationally syndicated 
entertainment news program hosted by Cheryl Hickey and Sangita Patel. Along with Carlos 
Bustamante, Morgan Hoffman and Los Angeles reporter Keshia Chanté, ET Canada brings viewers 
closer to the stars with exclusive interviews and specials with the biggest celebrities in 
Hollywood.  
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Yogi Kalavalapalli   
Yogi@sunpan.com  
  
ET Canada Media Contact:  
Melissa Ferris  
mferris@etcanada.com  
 


